Program

Procession of Candidates

Welcome
Faith Doherty-Unwin

Honored Guests
Dr. John Cox, President, Cape Cod Community College
Dr. Kathleen Vranos, Vice President of Academic and Student Affairs

Installation of Officers
Dr. Rebecca Griffin

Induction of New Members

Recommendation of New Members
Faith Doherty-Unwin

Responsibilities
Cassandra Robin

Torch of Knowledge
Kathleen Clark

Presentation of the Rose
Lyndsey R. Schiavone

Pledge
Kathleen Clark

Presentation of New Members
Faith Doherty-Unwin

Charge to New Members
Cassandra Robin

PHI THETA KAPPA
Alpha Upsilon Mu Chapter

Fall 2021 Inductees

Stacy Ann Anderson-Pina
Dorothy Auty
Abigail Bishop
Faith Burch
Catherine Calabro
Zoë Campos
Sofia Chandler-Freed
Isabella Chapman
Briana Darosa
Carla Desouza-Lima
Mikayla Doerfler
Dimitrinka Dracheva-Dzhekov
Mary Dunaway
Emmanuel Ezema
Kathryn Faust
Jade Francis
Catherine Gallagher
Dylan Giroud
Nastassia Harris
Taylor Hoxie
Lea Kilpatrick
Nicole Kreuz
Shauna Lawrence
Jasmine Lewis
Alexandria Lilly
Francesca Lilly
Emily McCarthy
Brittnay Maley
Michael Mignosa
Bozhidar Mitsov
Adam Monast
Matthew Monteiro
Larissa Nichols
Charlotte Peak
Raul Sanches Pietsch
Jonah Rivers
Fermin Rojas
Miguel Schoonover Duran
Bianca Vasconcelos
Rodrigo Vasconcelos
Zhivka Yancheva

Chapter Officers

Chapter President
Faith Doherty-Unwin

Vice President, Leadership
Kaycee Smith

Vice President, Service
Cassandra Robin

Chapter Historian
Kathleen Clark

Public Relations Officer
Lyndsey R. Schiavone

Faculty Advisor
Dr. Rebecca Griffin
The purpose of Phi Theta Kappa shall be to recognize and encourage scholarship among two-year college students. To achieve this purpose, Phi Theta Kappa shall provide opportunity for the development of leadership and service, for an intellectual climate for exchange of ideas and ideals, for lively fellowship for scholars, and for stimulation of interest in continuing academic excellence.

Individuals requiring auxiliary aids or services to access this event may contact The O'Neill Center for Disability Services at 1-508-362-2131 ext. 4533.

Cape Cod Community College
2240 Iyannough Rd.
West Barnstable, MA 02668
www.capecod.edu